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It becomes necessary, every now and then, to reiterate
and insist upon the fact that theology and science have
each their own separate work to do, and that between
the province of the two a clear boundary-line must be
drawn. Sometimes it is science which is compelled, in
its own interests, to warn off theology from its special
ground; and theology has had to learn (indeed, the les
son may now be declared learnt with something like
thoroughness) that it is not its place to pronounce a
judgment upon the precise method by which the world
came to be, or upon ,the exact relation between organic
and inorganic,or upon other questions of a strictly
scientific kind. Sometimes, however, it comes to the
turn of theology to hold up a warning finger to science,
to declare that while itwilln(jt claim any jurisdiction
beyond its proper borders, yet within those borders it
must be supreme. It would appear that the time for
such a declaration is now come. To reconcile theology
and sicience isa:t the present moment the aim of not a
few; and one admits unreservedly that the aim is pur
sued by many ina spirit entirely laudable. But the
thing may easily be pressed too far. Science, indeed, ap
pears in some quarters to be growing so affectionately
disposed towards theology as to be prepared for an en
tire ahs'orbing 'of it-for ;such a dressing of theological
ideas,as it 'Were, in the robes of a scientific terminology
that the distinctive shape and form of the theological
ideas is somewhat in danger of being lost· Theology
so the conception appears to run-is really, when you
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come to look into it, only science under another name. A
"reconciliation" which goes so :f7ar is perhaps too com
plete. For theology to be "reconciled" with science by
being swallowed up in it is a somewhat doubtful boon;
and theology is entitled to claim that it must continue to
have a distinctive and separate existence, employing its
otwn language and dealing with its own realities in such
ways as seem to ~t ,to be best. It is quite possible to
acknowledge the value of many of the efforts just now
being made to re-state religious truths in scientific terms,
and yet to reel tha:tfue thing is in danger of 'being pushed
to extremes. The scientific re-strutements of religious
truth, useful as they may be for certain apologetic pur
poses, mus't be declared wholly inadequate when offered
as a sufficient exposition of the spiritual facts and pro
cesses wiJth which religion is concerned; and yet their
scientific ring is apt to give them the sound of a finality
which the1Y do not posses,s, and so ;to induce in the en
quirera mistaken content. One admits that science had
a right ,to make its protest when theology attempted to
exercise an unTaWlful dictatorship in the scientific realm;
but one goe,s on to say that theology has an equal right
to protest when ,science seeks to bring all religious truth
wiJthin the limits of scientific categories and to exhaust
it in slcientific speedh. It is needful-in vindication ot
the rights of theology no less than in vindication of the
rights of science-that between the realm of science and
that of theology there should be a clear drawing of
boundary-lines.

1.

The method of "reconciliation" which has been al
luded to ,consists, briefly, in translating theological ideas
iDEto scientific language. And the impression left (or at
any rate the impression aimed at) by the translation is
that the process indicated by the theological truth is
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essentially a part of ,the same evolutionary process which
science is concerned to establish and to expound, and
that if theology will but complacently ad1m.it this as be
ing all it means, every difficulty is smoothed away. Good,
for example, is defined as "that which promotes develop
ment,' 'and evil, conversely, as "that which retards and
frustrates development." Sin has on similar lines been
described as a "falling out of harmony with the law of
the universe; " while the definition of sin as " selfishnes1s, "
which also is not infrequently given, is based upon the
same underlying conception of a harmonious progression
of the whole, which is interfered with when individual
preferences are permitted to seize the supreme place.
God, under the scientific terminology, becomes the "In
telligence immanent in all the processes of nature;"
duty means for man "to assist his fellows, develop his
own higher self, to strive towards good (that is, by the
definition already offered, torwards that which promotes
development) in every way open to his power:s, and
generally to seek to know !the laws of Nature and to
obey the will of God"; and, as a final instance, the king
dom of Heaven is summed up as representing "a har
monious condition in which the Divine will is perfectly
obeyed, and as the 'highest state of existence, both indi
vidual and social, which we can conceive' '-:Un other
words, as development completely carried through.
Nearly all the above phrases are, as many readers will
recognize, taken fxom Sir Oliver Lodge; but these are
quoted only because they happen ,to be the phrases lying
nearest to hand; and, as a matter of fact, they do but
reproduce ideas put forrth by many other writers as
adequately embodying theological and religious truths.
To prevent misunderstanding at the outset, it should be
said that such dbjection as is here taken to them lies not
against their truth, but only against their adequacy; and
that only when theology is asked to accept them as effi
cient and sufficient substitutes for its own way of putting
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things does theology find it necessary to protest. The
contention, in short, is that while the above phrases do
give us a part of m-hat religious truth contains, they by
no means give the whole.

Probably the method may be traced back to the well
known "Natural Law in the Spiritual World" of Pro
fessor Drummond; for although it be now applied on
somewhat different lines, the underlying principle of
Drummond's "reconciliation" and that of to-day's
scientific-religious harmoniser aree'ssentially one. The
title of Drulmmond's book is itself suggestive in this con
nection; for the principle beneath this reconciling meth
od really amounts to this~making regulative, for pur
poses of system-construction, the law by which anything
works rather than the thing itself. Or, to put it andther
way, process rather than essence is the all-important
consideration; and this way of putting it carries us back
to what w:as said just naw as to the impression which
current reconciliations aim at leaving upon the mind.
The desired impression was said 1Jo be this-an impres
sion that the process indicated 'by a theological truth is
essentially a part of that same evolutionary process
wlhich science is concerned to establish and expound. It
is not so much with 'the essential realities spoken of in
a theological formula,as with the processes whereby
they are governed or which they govern, that all these
re-statements are engaged. With Drummond, indeed,
the essential reality--4he thing itself-never emerged
into thought at all, since the particular object he had in
view rendered any such emergence unnecessary, not to
say undesirable. Wrshing simply to identi'fy a process
in the natural world with a process in the spiritual, and
to justify the latter by means of the identification,
Drummond had simply (as in the case of his treatment
of Biogenesis) to take any Biblical or theological formu
la descriptive of the process and to show that its terms
and those descriptive of the natural process could be
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transposed. In the indicated instance of Biogenesis, it
was merely the likeness of 'process implied in the truth
(or supposed truth, for its validity makes no difference
for our present purpose) that natural life was only de
rivable from pre-existing life, and the other truth that
spiritual life was derivable only from the Christ who al
ready possessed it, that caught his eye. What "life" in
either realm actually meant-whether in the two realms
the word did not really mean things so different fuat
any comparison between them and the laws governing
them was impossible-whether, thou~h the law of the
process' might be the same, there was any real affinity
between the two starting-points of the process or be
tween the two goals---"With these things Drummond was
not concerned. For his purposes, the processes were
mentally detached from the material, so to call it, in
which they inhered, and were viewed almost as hanging
in mid-air. It was not, of course, that Drummond de
l:i:berately ignored any essential factors of his case; it
was simply in terms of process that the problelm original
ly appeared; and he was not called upon-whatever the
worth of the work actually performed may have been
to look beyond. The current translations of theological
truth into scientific terms .cannot quite so absolutely
ignore the reality of things, inasmuch as the problem
now is to take the description of cerlain realities which
theology has already given and revise it; but they go as
near to doing so as is consistent with the object they
have in view· The problem now starts from cosmic law,
rather than from the isolated and particular Jaws with
which Drummond dealt-for strictly speaking, Drum
mond's theme was natural fact in the spiritual world
rather than natural law; and the aim is now to show
how religi'ous conceptions can be related therewith. Be
neath the processes of cosunic law theologica'l facts have
to find a place, so that, finding that place, they may be
saved. That is now the problem. The theological facts,
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therefore, must themselves be conceived under the aspect
of process, and under such an aspect of process as will
make them at home in the process with which science
deals. Hence the frequent recurrence, in re-statffinents
of the kind under consideration, of such terms as "de
velopment" and its kindred words. With Drummond,
the given factors of the problem consisted of two pro
cesses: with the later "reconciliations," the given fac
tors of the problem consist of a process (the cosmic pro
cess) on the one hand and certain religious realities
(God, duty, goodness &c.,) on the other. It is still, how
ever, the process that is to be regulative: the conception
to be formed of the realities must be one that reduces
thron to elements in that process; and the language in
which they are ultimately described must express, not
what they are in themselves, but what they are in the
general scheme ,which the process works out. Process,
rather than essenoe, is, as was said, the all-important
thing. Whatever theology, following its own methods
and speaking its own tongue, may have said concerning
the realities which are its 'subject-matter, the "reconcilia
tions" ignore. At any rate, they claim the right of
judging it by a standard of their own. The independent
conclusions of theo~ogy must be prepared to execute a
movement to the rear; for the revised formularies are
not so much to support them as to take their place. The
scientific re-statements, while unwilling to surrender the
realities, while professing, indeed, to save them for
hwnan faith, care, not for their essence, but only for
their relation to cosmic law. A work of reduction and
elimination is consequently carried through upon the
standard religious conceptions until a residuum is
reached which seems to make that relation clear. And
it is no superfluous thing to take note of this; for from
this fact certain consequences follow which theology, in
forming its estimate of the help ,which the scientific re
sitaItements may be able to give, cannot afford to ignore.
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2.

For the only description of religious facts and reali
ties which, on the method indicated, the scientific re
statements are ready to give, really leaves the most
important things unsaid, and involves such a generalizing
away of the facts and realities that the greater part of
their value is lost. That which can be said about religi
ous truth in terms of the general world-process is so
little that the unsaid remains by far the larger thing.
This at least is what theology, in face of the endeavors
of science to re-formulate theological truth, is bound to
maintain, unless theology is prepared to admit that it
has up till now been insisting upon things which are
after all not of primary importance, and that its leading
ideas (not merely its leading words) are not deserving
of the honor they have hitherto received. The "recon
ciling" statements become so general and so abstract
that they lose nearly all signifiance from the distin0tively
theological point of view; and theology is saved, not
because it is vindicated, but simply because the things
it holds m08't dear are ignored. Whether or not such a
salvation be wortfu having is a point which theology
must face and decide.

For example, if we turn to the conception of sin as
given in scientific terms, and describe sin as "that which
retards and frustrates development" or as a "falling
out of Iharmony with the law of the universe," are we
left in possession of an idea of sin which theology can
recognise as adequate, or even as including the really
essential points ~ Surely not. Theology is compelled
at once to raise further questions. In regard to the first
definition, it must ask, Development of what and to what ~

And in regard to the second, it must ask, what is the law
of the universe in the case of hulman life and character ~

And When any answer at all is given to these enquiries,
it can only be in phrases over which words like "God,"
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"soul," "holiness," are scattered as thickly as stars
are seattered across the sky. Take the "development"
conception of sin. It is development of the soul~de

velopmentof the soul in holiness--development of the
soul in holiness like to God's--rt is this development,
and this ~lone, that theology is concerned with as being
retarded or frustrruted by sin: the mere general term
"development" is too unshaped a stone for theology to
employ, witliout further grinding and polishing, in the
putting up its house; and yet, so soon as the general
term is filled up with more particular ideas, the scientific
definition has ipso facto been left far behind. Or take
the definition of sin which makes it consist in a want of
harmony (With the law of the universe. As has been said,
the question rises immediately, What is the law of the
universe in the case of human life and character ~ And
once again, wholly fresh sets of terms have to be im
ported in order ,to give anything like an adequate reply.
Tlhat human life fulfills itself and its law only by enter
ing iDito right relations with God, that failure to fulfill
the law means wilful refusal on the part of human life
to adjust itself to a whoie set of influences brought to
bear upon it with a view of producing those right rela
tions, that the moHve-powers which could correct the
failure are of an altogether special kind such as faith and
love-these are the things which theology is concerned
to say. Unless they be said, the conception of sin is too
vague and incomplete to be of any value from the theo
logical point of view· Yet in the saying of these things,
the reconciler's formula has once again been out-dis
tanced; and his proffered definition Ihas been shown to
be but the first word of a sentence requiring many other
words before a full stop can be set down. In brief, the
scientific definitions of theological ideas are not real
definitions at all. They do but preserve the minimum
of theological idea; they find, it might be said, the com
mon faetorof theology andseienee; but they do no more.
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Certainly it cannot be claimed that the idea given in the
scientific definition and the idea given in the theological
statement are merely varying methods of saying the
same thing, so that the two may be practically inter
changed without any addition or loss of significance be
ing perceived, whichever way the interchange be worked;
for, as we have seen, Hcience provides a mere outline into
which theology-unless it is prepared to surrender its
claim to all it has held essential up till now-must paint
many details before it can sign the picture as approved.
Yet, if the scientific statements were adequate, if they
involved a real "reconciliation" of theology and science,
such an interchange would assuredly be a possible thing.
How far from being interchangeable the two formulre
the theological and the scientific-really are, becomes
clear immediately if we seek to work the process of
thought upwards from science to theology instead of
downwards, as the "reconciliations" work it, from theo
logy to science. The reconciler, having the theological
formularies present to his mind, is able to construct in
scientific terms a statement which shall avoid any con
tradiction of them-which shall indeed embody a part of
their content-and then to say triumphantly that his
revised statement wasianplicit in the theological state
ment from which he set out. But it 'Would be quite im
possible, supposing the ,theological formulre to be for
the moment non-existent, to create them out of the
Hcientific statements by any process of exposition or
a;mplification. It is easy to descend from the conception
of sin as a disturbance of the relations between God
and man to the conception of sin as "that which retards
or frustrates human development," and all the while to
preserve a sense of the continuity of the way; but you
cannot ascend frQID the second conception to the first
there is no road by which you can go. In other words,
while the scientific statement may be implicit in the
theological, the theological is certainly not, in its fulness,
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implicit in the scientific; and any real interchangeable
ness of the two there consequently cannot be. And theo
logy, at any rate, cannot be content ,to accept, asa satis
factory substitute for its own utterance, 'expressions and
formularies which~true as they may be up to a point
quite fail to carry ,the reader's mind, by their own im
pulse, up to the conceptions which theology holds the
most vital of all. To return to the point previously
made-it has to be said that the scientific re-statements
of theological ideas are so general as to lose practically
all religious value. They become valuable only when
theology, resuming its abrogated functions, adds to them
something under which they cease to be scientific S'tate
ments, properly so called, at all.

3.

Nor must it be supposed that this vagueness-this
avoidance of ,the points on which theology lays the great
est stress-is a merely accidental thing, and a thing
which some revision of the "reeonciling" method might
banish- It is inherent in any method of "reconciliation"
that deserves the name. A really scientific re-sbt'ement
of religion (assuming for the moment that it is possi
ble) must of course be built up out of strictly scientific
material. Yet any method of re-statement which limits
itself to scientific material-to conceptions and expres
sions bearing the imprimatur of science-is quite unable
to start from, or to arrive at, a definite assertion con
cerning a world of spiritual realities and spiritual forces
with which man has to relate himself and which act de
finitely upon man. It is evident that if there is to be
in the new formula nothing that adds an "extra" idea
to the ideas of science, the new formula cannot, in fidelity
to the principles on willich it is professedly constructed,
make any use of terms implying the pressure of an in
finite and spiritual personality upon the personality of
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man. For, while science may supply facts whereon an
inference of the existence of such a Personality can be
based, the inference itself is extra-scientific. However
far the reach of scientific formulre may be stretched, this
is outside their utmost range. Science may generalize
in respect of the laws governing the phenomena with
which it deals, and may so arrive at its conception of
cosmic law; but as to the ground or origin of that cosmic
law-as to anything outside cosmic law-science can, in
the nature of things, have nothing to say. The world
beyond phenomena is not within the scope of science at
all-which is really to say that science cannot, qua
science, have any doctrine of God. When the re-state
ment of religion is undertaken from the side of science,
therefore, there can be no deliberate affirmaHon of a
God acting "at sundry times and in divers manners"
upon man: the re-sta:tement may occasionally be com
pelled, in order to keep sufficient grip upon anything
religious to carry itself through, to look in that direction,
but it will only be with a parenthetical and half-furtive
glance; and it is certainly not upon any such affirma
tion, laid down as the foundation, that the whole super
structure will be reared. In fact, the only sense in which
s'Ciell'ce, qua science, could legitimately use the term
"religion" is in tl1e sense of adjustment to tha:t cosmic
law which sets the outmost bound to the scientific vision
-and a religion such as that could hardly lead to "theol
ogy" in any real interpretation of the word. It is quite
true, of course, that the "reconciling" method does not
by any means deny that God has acted and is still acting
through ministries of direct appeal and influence upon
the souls of men. To make any such denial would at
once render the whole method nugatory by annihilating
one of the parties to the reconciliation proposed. But
the method is usually indeterminate upon the point. The
special forlm of words it commonly employs for its
enunciations is, in many instances, such as could be em-
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ployed by those to whom theology, in the ordinary sense,
is an exploded thing. Although the "re-statements" do
not deny the action of God upon man, and although those
who make them are often known as believers in such
action (or at least as wistfully:wanting to believe in it)
yet the re-statements themselves might be used as con
fessions of faith by many on whose lips the denial would
be found. The method of scientific reconciliation, in
short, does not categorically base itself upon a definite
belief in a God who has, through processes with which
the order of Nature has nothing whatever to do, sought
to find His :way to the heart of man. And if, as was
said just now, this method of reconciliation not only
does not, but according to its own principle cannot, so
base itself, the inference must be that in any attempt
at such a reconciliation there is actual inconsistency in
volved. A scientific re-statement of religion is bound,
by its very nature, to be vague and general upon the very
things which are for theology the chief concern.

4.

In the end, therefore, theology lliust claim the right
of dealing with its own material in its own way. It must
use its own speech, heedless as to whether or no an
exact scientific equivalent can be found, or rather, con
scious that such an equivalent there cannot be. If this
procedure cannot be defended-if ther.e be nothing more
in the ideas of theology than the ideas of science have
already given-if the categories and formulre of science
are sufficient to explain and prescribe the moral and
spiritual programme'S and self-adjuS'tments of man-then
theology is a superfluity, and had better go. It is pre
cisely in the fact that there is, outside of and beyond the
world with which science deals, another world consti
tuted out of that which eye cannot see and hand cannot
handle, from which magnetic and persuasive and redeem-
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ing influences have been proceeding forth upon the
human soul since· the dawn of history until nOiW-it is
precisely in that fact tha:t theology finds its raison
d'et1"e; and only when that fact is fully recognized can
there be any place for theology in a legitimate scheme
of thought. Were a real "reconciliation" of science and
religion possible, it would only prove tha:t religion as
ordinarily understood has no real validity. Indeed, what
is needed is not a "reconciliation" of science and theo
logy, but rather a clear drawing of the boundary-lines
between the two. Let theology admit that it has in past
days spoken with oracular voice on matters whereon it
should have been silent-for the fact is so. Let science,
abstaining from throwing stones inasmuch as it has mis
takes of its own to regret, confess that upon the spiritual
ultimates of the universe it is not its function to pro
nounce a verdict-Jor again the fact is so. And le,t each
set itself, in all independence, without jealousy, but also
without bonds except such 'bond as will always exist be
tween two seekers after truth in different fields, to its
own appointed task. Tha:t method must always be
scientific is of course beyond dispute. (In.cidentally it
may be said that many thinkers confuse two distinct pro
positions-the proposition that method, even in non
scientific subjects, must be itself scientific, and the pro
position that an subject-matter of legitimate investiga
tion lies within the boundaries of science properly so
termed). The' same rigorous tests, the same stringent
examination, the same careful stepping from fact to
inference, the same refusal to accept any. article of be
lief which cannot vindicate its rights-all these things
will rule theology as it strai'llsafter its findings, just as
surely as they rule science in its quest. But identical
method, applied to different material, will not yield
identical products, any more than will all addition sums,
similar in process as they necessarily are, yield totals
with every figure alike. It is the difference of material
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in the two spheres---ihe scientific and the theological
that precludes an identity of categories, when it comes
to be a question of summing up results; and the effort
to translate religious truth into scientific language is
like an effort, let us say, at describing virtue in mathe
matical terms. Let the line be drawn clear, and science
and theology avoid trespassing upon each other's right
ful estate.

With the desire for unity of world-view, which is
peThaps one of the underlying impluses beneath the "re
conciling" method, all sympathy must of course be felt.
But this desire can surely be satisfied in other ways than
by striving to produce interehangeable totals at the foot
of all the reckonings of thought. It is not by making the
findings of theology equivalent to those of science, but
by showing how the two sets of findings contribute some
thing to the comprehension of a universal idea in which
both are embraced-how they harmonize, not because
they say the same thing, but because the 'Word of each
one is in its turn needed to utter the whole of things
that true unity is reached. Science and theology are
truly one when both are set against the background of
an eternal plan and purpose wh'os·e self-fulfillment
began with the making of that universe which science ex
plores, and whose self-fulfillment will be consummated
in the consummation of those relations between man and
God with whiCh for their exposition and correction theo
logy deals. They are truly one, not 'because they are
merely different dialects of one language, but because it
is the function of each to describe some particular sec
tion of that long process-be the section past, or now
current, or still to come-leading up to the" one, far-off,
divine event, to which the whole creation moves."
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